 













         






         

    
         
          

       



         


       
         

         



Aesthetics and design includes a vision of how various project elements
connect together as a unit which is harmonious.








         










   

Architects and planners design new environments where people will
live...


           






 


           





         



...and work.

         
        


       
        












         

         
 









      

Here in the Marianas we often employ the familiar red tile roof and
plastered white or simulated adobe-brick walls.

           



       

       







        









Architects often apply a tropical look.

        
             






       




          







Experimental aircraft are exceptions to the
rule of ‘form follows function.’




           




        









          






The shark is a clear example of where in nature, form follows function


        

  
         
         







         






          




          







          



We often think energy is cheap and will always be available for our use
in large quantities.






        
           








            


         





Buildings have historically been designed to
keep conditioned (cooled) air in.









 



 







Low-rise buildings can be shaded by trees and high growing shrubs.





          













           

          
 

A roof that absorbs very little heat, such as this roof which is constructed with R50 Styrofoam insulation, makes quite a difference in the
energy needed for cooling.





           
















         

         








            
   



          
         


         




           

         


If floor plans are designed so that all or most rooms are on exterior
walls with windows, daytime lighting is provided by the sun and cooling
by the wind.

        




            














         





The best practice to protect buildings from floods is to build them
away from our flood-prone areas.






           

         







          











Gardening is the attending of a piece of ground for the growing of
fruits, flowers, or vegetables, usually close to one’s house.












 






           


       
        
       

        


        


Landscape architects serve as planners for parks and major walkway
projects, including the American Memorial Park.



      





         

          
       

       





         



           





Golf course managers consult with landscape architects to insure top
golfing conditions for the landscapes, fairways, and greens.





        









        



Shadehouses are useful to protect seedlings and small cuttings from the
sun’s intense heat while early roots and leaves are forming.



        







           
         

           










The best performing plants are grown with the correct amount of
fertilizer and are planted in a good growing medium.
















      
       
           


        



         

         
        
         



          










         



          




Composting is an excellent way to use vegetative kitchen scraps and
yard and garden wastes.



         



         











          

          

             






  



One should build their compost pile somewhat like a layer cake,
alternating a layer of brown with a layer of green.



          
           


             




           










The compost is ready when it no longer develops heat and when the
center and bottom parts are brown and crumbly.




           






       








           



          
           
       


Mowing keeps woody plants such as Tangantangan (Leucaena sp.,
shown) from getting a start.

         






         

           













  


    




Mixed lawns with many hardy grass species are well represented here in
the CNMI.












         


         


Ground covers such as this Rhoeo spathacea ease yard work by
minimizing weed growth.




            

        









         
     









Vines, such as this Bougainvillea, are very effective for providing a
vertical wall of flowers and foliage in the garden and for covering
unsightly places.

   












          
            





        


          




           



           








Hedges are often planted and cared for as home security borders. The
use of a thorny hedge is beneficial in deterring unwanted “guests”.















           
            




Woody hedges from plants such as Hibiscus rosa-sinensis are often used
as property dividers and as backdrops for our flowering plants.



             



           
           











Be sure that a large tree will have plenty of room. Medium and smaller
trees require less growing space.


          





             
          







          










Be careful to ensure that the root ball of the young tree stays intact.









           

             
















          
         

          


Do not begin any digging without first pre-planning the width and
depth of the planting hole.


















             

         


A straight stick or tool handle placed across the top of the hole will
make it easy to determine the proper planting depth.








             

        



           
            
         
         




Carefully remove the container without disturbing
the mass of soil and roots.







            

            


 


           


         


 





Make a surrounding berm with any remaining soil to hold in the water
you are about to apply.












        


















         







The trunk should be tied to a stake with plastic-covered wire which is
attached to three evenly placed guy wires, fastened to stakes set two to
four feet from the tree’s trunk.








           





     

Yellow Oleander (left) has milky sap which is poisonous, likely inspiring
the name Be-Still-Tree, while Common Oleander (right)
is poisonous in all parts of the plant.








  



Rhoeo can cause an allergic reaction if the juice contacts the skin,
and itchy welts can result.


           






        


Dumb-cane refers to the paralyzing effect to one’s tongue
if the plant is chewed.



          










    

All parts of the Rose-flowered Jatropha are poisonous,
especially the fruit.



          
              






The sap of the euphorb "cactus" is poisonous and is particularly
irritating if rubbed into one’s eyes.




         
         
         








      






        












       
 

Graffiti is mostly done by ignorant youth who do not understand their
expressions are in bad taste and they violate our community standards.


       
















           




Graffiti is often done in areas where the graffiti artists think their work
is an improvement. Our communities must maintain well-painted walls
and community signs.






         




















        
          


Mural paintings are an effective means of sponsoring community artists
and dissuading graffiti.







        





          



         
           







          

         

         
      


           



         




   








          
         



 

Sports and recreation facilities need to be developed and maintained.





     






  



           





         












         

  
          






Passing laws that ban sales of spray paint cans to adolescents is a
recognizably harsh but often a necessary step many communities adopt
to combat graffiti.







          







The shoreline and inland parks we enjoy are mostly in their natural
condition and are only slightly developed.







           

 



 


         

          










          




        
            


Our parks are especially sought with great joy by our island’s visitors.
Many tourists come here as temporary escapees from the massively
built-up areas of Tokyo, Seoul, Hong Kong, Sydney, and other cities.








       



          

   


          


         



        



Everyone feels disgusted when they find graffiti and litter.





         















During periods of high use, additional portable restroom facilities may
be required.

 




         





          


            


           
       



American Memorial Park, one of our most heavily visited parks, is also
our best-funded park.










        
         



       



 



 


            
      









       




           



Workers always need soil for our public parks and landscape projects.
They need good soil with plenty of organic matter mixed into it.


        











         

















